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Abstract
How do proteins, vesicles, or other particles within a cell move? Do they diffuse randomly
or flow in a particular direction? Understanding how subcellular particles move in a cell will
reveal fundamental principles of cell biology and biochemistry, and is a necessary prerequisite
to synthetically engineering such processes. We investigate the application of several variants
of hidden Markov models (HMMs) to analyzing the trajectories of such particles. And we
compare the performance of our proposed algorithms with traditional approaches that involve
fitting a mean square displacement (MSD) curve calculated from the particle trajectories.
Our HMM algorithms are shown to be more accurate than existing MSD algorithms for
heterogeneous trajectories which switch between multiple phases of motion.
Thesis Supervisor: Mark Bathe
Title: Assistant Professor
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Chapter 1
Motivation and Background
Single-particle tracking (SPT) is emerging as a powerful technique to answer many important
questions in biophysics. In particular, tracking microscopic particles enables researchers to
characterize the kinetics of biological macromolecules like proteins and nucleic acids. Since
SPT can provide fine- grained statistics about individual particles instead of just coarse-
grained measurements of a collection or ensemble of particles, tracking yields a rich corpus
of biological data.
1.1 The Tracking Problem
As described by Michael Saxton [16], SPT consists of four main tasks:
1. Labelling particles: Finding the right fluorophores (chemical compounds which cause
a molecule to fluoresce or glow a particular color) to label particles of interest in an
experiment.
2. Localizing particles: Detecting the labelled particles in a fluorescence image obtained
from a microscope.
3. Connecting particles: Linking identified particles across a timeseries of images into
a trajectory for each particle.
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4. Interpreting connected particles: Determining what modes of motion character-
ize the trajectories and obtaining distributions of the parameters that describe these
modes.
The first step is largely a biological and experimental problem. The middle two steps have
been tackled via many different algorithms [19, 8] and can even be considered as a object-
oriented approach to the general problem of detecting changes between images [5, 14].
The focus of this thesis is on the last step of interpretation. We describe existing methods
that have been used to analyze trajectories as well as well as interesting methods applied to
the other stages of SPT that may be fruitfully applied to interpretation.
The thesis introduces methods to apply hidden Markov models (HMMs) to the problem
of trajectory analysis. Our contributions include formulating, applying, and testing several
different HMM-based models. We compare the performance of these different models for
different tracking applications and provide our recommendations for their use.
1.2 The Trajectory Analysis Problem
The different types of motion of interest to biologists are the following:
• Normal Diffusion: regular Brownian motion characterized by a diffusion coefficient,
D. Some form of diffusion is almost always present in the motion of all biological
particles.
• Anomalous Diffusion: diffusion in the presence of obstacles or hindrances, charac-
terized by a coefficient α when the particle’s mean square displacement is proportional
to tα.
• Directed: motion due to a convective field that propels particles with some velocity
V in addition to the ever-present diffusive motion.
• Caged Diffusion: when a particle is confined to diffuse within a certain region or
cage. The characteristic parameters are the dimensions and geometry of the cage.
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The input to the trajectory analysis problem is a discrete time series r[n] = r(nτ) which
samples the particle’s continuous position function at discrete intervals of length τ , the
experimental acquisition time. In the most general case, the time series is 3D with r[n] =
(x[n], y[n], z[n]).
There are two prevailing methods for analyzing this time series to recover the motion
models that generated it: mean square displacement (MSD) analysis or mean displacement
(MD) with mean square fluctuation (MSF) [4]. Each method revolves around fitting an
autocorrelation curve of the time series to recover parameters of interest (e.g. D, V, α).
1.2.1 Trajectory Summary Statistics
For simplicity, consider 1D motion which generates a set of timeseries xi[n] for the ith of N
particles assuming all particles started at the origin (xi[0] = 0).
A natural way to describe the motion of the particles is to calculate the mean displacement
(MD) 〈x[n]〉 which describes how far a particle has moved on average after n timesteps:
〈x[n]〉 = 1
N
N∑
i=1
xi[n]. (1.1)
If all the particles are traveling at some velocity vx along the x-dimension, the mean
displacement is easy to compute from classical mechanics: 〈x[n]〉 = vx(nτ) or expressing in
terms of time t = nτ ,
〈x(t)〉 = vxt. (1.2)
But what if the particles are not flowing, but instead executing a random walk? It may
still be moving at some instantaneous velocity vx for a timestep of length τ , but then it could
bump into other particles which causes it to switch directions. If we assume an unbiased
random walk where a particle may walk in any direction with equal probability at each
timestep, then 〈x(t)〉 = 0 [2].
But this just tells us that the ensemble of particles goes nowhere on average. This doesn’t
tell us much about where an individual particle ends up after a time t. Thus to analyze
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particles undergoing Brownian motion, it is useful to consider the mean square displacement
(MSD) instead of just the mean displacement:
〈x2[n]〉 = 1
N
N∑
i=1
x2i [n]. (1.3)
This quantity turns out to have a compact form when expressed in terms of time t [2]:
〈x2(t)〉 = 2Dt (1.4)
where D = δ2/2τ is the diffusion coefficient and δ = vxτ is how far a particle walks in a
given timestep.
Note that for a particle that is consistently flowing due to a velocity vx, 〈x2(t)〉 = (vxt)2
(just the square of the mean displacement). Another statistic, the mean square fluctuation
(MSF), generalizes the notion of MSD to such trajectories where 〈x(t)〉 6= 0. If a particle
were just flowing, then its expected trajectory would just be as in equation (1.2). But,
in general, particles would also be diffusing, so that the actual position deviates from the
expected position. The MSF is the measure of this fluctuation:
〈(x[n]− 〈x[n]〉)2〉 = 1
N
N∑
i=1
(xi[n]− vx(nτ))2. (1.5)
These results easily generalize to 3 dimensions where ~v = (vx, vy, vz) is the 3D velocity
vector, V = ‖~v‖, and r[n] is the 3D trajectory. Since a particle’s random walk along each
dimension is independent,
〈r2(t)〉 = 〈x2(t)〉+ 〈y2(t)〉+ 〈z2(t)〉 = 6Dt (1.6)
when a particle is purely diffusing and
〈r2(t)〉 = (V t)2 (1.7)
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when a particle is purely flowing. When a particle is diffusing with flow, its MSD is the
sum of these two components.
1.2.2 Analyzing Individual Trajectories
The statistics defined in the previous section in equations (1.1), (1.3), (1.5) are averages
computed over an entire collection of particles. Thus each is an ensemble average rather
than a time average over a single particle’s lifetime.
But if we assume a uniform collection of particles that behave similarly, the ensemble
average is equal to the time average [13]. Computing the statistics for a single trajectory
x[n] over T timesteps is preferable since it is easier to get data for a single particle than an
ensemble. This yields the following analogous equation for the mean displacement
〈x[n]〉 = 1
T − n+ 1
T−n∑
i=0
(x[i+ n]− x[i]) (1.8)
which averages over all displacements of n steps within the trajectory. The computation of
MSD and MSF within a single trajectory have similar forms.
1.2.3 Characterizing Modes of Motion
As described by Saxton [17]:
The goal of SPT data analysis is to sort trajectories into various modes of mo-
tion and to find the distribution of quantities characterizing the motion, such as
the diffusion coefficient, velocity, anomalous diffusion exponent, corral size, and
escape probability.
There are a few existing techniques to do this.
As can be observed from equations (1.6) and (1.7), the MSD curve has a different form
for regular diffusion versus directed motion. Diffusion results in linear relationship with t,
while directed motion results in a quadratic relationship with t. Thus, the most popular
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method for analyzing trajectories and determining D and V is to fit the MSD curve for
the trajectory [1, 13, 17]. If the best fit of MSD versus time is not linear or quadratic but
polynomial with tα, then the motion is characterized as anomalous diffusion with coefficient
α. When α < 1, the motion is often called subdiffusion.
The MSD versus time relationship is also often plotted on a log-scale which allows different
modes of motion to be read off from the slope differences. Measuring the initial slope in the
plot yields a good estimate of α. Other classification techniques that have been tried include
comparing histograms of relevant statistics for pure Brownian motion versus experimental
data and using probabilistic tests to distinguish between two hypotheses (e.g. confined vs.
free diffusion).
A closely related method to MSD is to use the MD and MSF statistics in succession
[4]. If the mean displacement is nonzero, it yields the velocity ~v. Indeed, whereas the
MSD approach can only recover the magnitude V , fitting the MD curve in each dimension
independently yields the full vector. Then one can recover D by fitting the MSF curve
which should again be linear (with slope 6D for 3D trajectories). This method is equivalent
to analyzing the position data in the velocity space as described by Qian et. al. [13].
1.2.4 Accuracy of Present Analysis Techniques
Burlakov et. al. compare the MSD and MD-MSF approaches to determine which algorithm
yields more precise estimates of a particle’s diffusion coefficient and velocity. They find that
the MD-MSF algorithm usually outperforms the more popular MSD algorithm; it provides
more precise estimates with narrower distributions for D and V than the MSD algorithm
for cases of free diffusion or diffusion with flow. But the standard MSD approach can still
outperform MD-MSF for caged or anomalous diffusion.
The accuracy of the MSD technique is also a function of the length of the trajectory
analyzed and the measurement time τ between points. The authors show that as the mea-
surement time lag decreases, the accuracy of MSD estimates of D increase, but so does the
uncertainty of V . Thus to get better estimates of D using MSD, researchers must be willing
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to sacrifice the accuracy of their V estimates and vice versa. The MD-MSF approach does
not suffer from this limitation.
Finally, the accuracy of both MSD and MD-MSF decrease as the density of state transi-
tions (average number of transitions per step in the trajectory) increases. Thus estimates get
better as the length of the trajectory increases or as the variability in motion states within
the trajectory decreases (i.e. fewer state transitions) [4].
1.2.5 Alternatives to MSD/MD-MSF
Some tracking algorithms have tried to incorporate motion analysis into their programs by
using heuristics such as comparing the asymmetry of a trajectory (with the premise that
a random trajectory is symmetric whereas a directed trajectory is asymmetric). These
techniques were not very general and had to be tailored to specific tracking applications on
a case-by-case basis [8].
Other authors have tried to define alternative statistics including the mean maximal
excursion (MME) [23]. The authors demonstrate that fitting the MME function instead of
the MSD gives better estimates of α and finer-grain analyses of subdiffusive behavior. In
particular, they describe tests to further dissect subdiffusive behavior into three qualitatively
different random walk models: CTRW, diffusion on fractals, and fractional Brownian Motion.
These tests including comparing the ratio of the fourth moment to the second moment
squared of the MME statistic and calculating the probability of the particle being in a
sphere that grows with time.
None of the curve-fitting methods try to model the underlying dynamics of how motion
models evolve. The closest attempt to doing so has been due to Arcizet and colleagues [1, 10].
The authors analyze trajectories by assuming they are determined by two underlying states:
passive and active. They use a rolling-average algorithm that computes the MSD function
over a window of frames for a particular position in the trajectory. They also compute the
standard deviation of an angle correlation function (∆φ) similarly. Then, as is common,
they fit the MSD curve to obtain estimates for D,α and V [1].
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To differentiate between the two states, they define a single indicator random variable pA
that is true whenever α and ∆φ are within a tolerance of 2 and 0 respectively (the expected
values for directed motion since the MSD is proportional to t2 and there is no angle change
between timesteps for a flowing particle).
To test biological hypotheses such as whether active transport is due to microtubule
(MT) assisted motor proteins like kinesin and dynein, they compare the distributions of pA
for control versus a cell where microtubules had been depolymerized. Follow-on experiments
show that their approach is effective at distinguishing passive from active states even in the
presence of drug treatment (to depolymerize microtubules or actin) and force application
[10].
As we’ll show later in the thesis, though Arcizet’s state-based approach is promising, it
is still limited by its reliance on MSD techniques. We’ll show that we can, in fact, get more
accurate estimates by using more general state-based models. We first consider applications
of such models to related problems and then introduce the terminology and definitions in
the next chapter.
1.3 Biological Applications of HMMs
While hidden Markov models (HMMs) have not been applied to trajectory analysis, they
have been applied to related problems in biology. This section presents a quick survey of
some of these applications.
1.3.1 Kinetics of Exocytosis
A paper by Letinic [9] describes an application of HMMs to model the kinetics of exocytosis.
They use TIRF to observe fusion events where vesicles fuse with the cell membrane during
exocytosis. These fusion events are post-processed into two observation sequences: a spatial
sequence of distances between successive events and a temporal sequence of time intervals
between events. These observations are obtained by averaging over a window of the previous
18
10 fusion events.
They use a standard HMM (both the transition and emission distributions are discrete).
They find the optimal parameters of the HMM using 50 restarts of the EM algorithm run
for 200 iterations. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to penalize HMMs with
high complexity (where the number of free parameters was large). After selecting the best
HMM, the Viterbi algorithm was used to recover the hidden sequence.
The emissions, though continuous distances, were modelled discretely via binning.
The authors were interested in determining the effect of insulin on the rate of exocytosis.
The theory was that insulin recruits the exocyst near insulin receptors creating hotspots for
Glut4 vesicle tethering. Thus a simple HMM could have two states: random and clustered.
In the random state, fusion events would happen all over the cell membrane. But in the
clustered state, fusion events would be more likely to cluster around hotspots. The latter
state is expected to be more prevalent after introducing insulin. Similarly in the temporal
Markov Chain, the authors discovered that there were four (control) and three (Sec8) hidden
states reflecting different rates of exocytosis. Again the introduction of insulin led the system
to live primarily in the faster states.
HMM findings were verified using spatial statistical methods to distinguish between an
unclustered and clustered spatial Poisson process. Authors verified that the HMM approach
works in this “simple cellular system”, but the question of its usefulness in more complex
systems remains open.
1.3.2 smFRET Analysis
A few authors have applied HMMs to analyzing single-molecule Fluorescence Resonance
Energy Transfer (smFRET) data. The obtained data is a time series with both donor and
acceptor signals, but it is usually represented as a single FRET value that combines the
donor and acceptor intensities. The FRET measurements act as a molecular ruler allowing
experimenters to measure how far apart two points of interest in a system are.
Prior to applying HMMs to such data, researchers would either manually detect state
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changes “by eye” or by setting a threshold for legitimate state transitions between FRET
states. HMMs had been applied before to single-molecule fluorescence data, but not to
“time-binned data obtained from the higher throughput wide-field apparatus” [11].
The authors initially consider a two-state HMM with Gaussian emissions approximating
the β-distributions of FRET data. They use the Viterbi algorithm to learn the hidden
state sequence and learn the parameters by varying them so as to maximize the Viterbi
probability (using Brent’s algorithm). They use this instead of the more standard Baum-
Welch algorithm, but without any justification as to why.
They use the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to select the optimal number of states.
But the likelihood used in BIC is the Viterbi probability obtained previously. The likelihood
of a model with K states is computed as follows. The data of FRET transitions is visualized
using a scatter plot of before versus after FRET values. Each transition is given an amplitude
equal to the number of times such a transition was observed in the data. Then assuming
particular values of the K FRET states, the probability of a transition (x, y) was modelled
as being given by a 2D Gaussian centered at the ideal transition (si, sj).
The authors test the robustness of their algorithm to varying the spacing between ideal-
ized FRET states, the width of FRET emission distributions, the length of the trace relative
to the length of state lifetimes, and the number of transitions observed per trace.
And the algorithm itself was applied to experimental data about the dynamics of the
Holliday junction which had been previously analyzed using a thresholding approach which
was unable to model short-lived transitions. It was also applied to “the tracking of individual
RecA protein binding and dissociation events on a single DNA molecule” [11]. The HMM
approach allowed the authors to recover how many RecA monomers could bind to the protein
(reflected as FRET states in the data). Analyzing the recovered state sequence also showed
that transitions between adjacent FRET states were most prevalent.
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1.3.3 Stepping Kinetics of Molecular Motors
Mu¨llner et. al. introduce an improved HMM to characterize the stepping kinetics of molec-
ular motors [12]. Called a variable stepsize (VS-HMM), their model uses composite hidden
states (st, xt) that represent both the molecular state of a motor, st, as well as a quantized
position xt. The position is actually represented using periodic coordinates as ut to mini-
mize the size of the model. And the observations are yt, noisy measurements of the position:
yt = ut + gt with gt ∼ N(0, σ2t ). Assuming n possible values for st and M position quanta
for xt, there are nM total composite state. They show how to extend the standard suite of
HMM inference algorithms: forward, Viterbi, Baum-Welch to their modified VS-HMM. But
since they essentially couple the s and x variables, the runtimes of their algorithms are the
same as the naive implementation of 2-chain factorial HMMs (Chapter 2.3).
The transition probabilities are computed as follows. The s chain has its own transition
matrix Aij. And there are state-dependent step-size distributions fij(w) which define the
composite transition distribution cij(w) of going from composite state (i, u) to (j, u+ w).
To choose among many possible models for different values of n molecular states, the
authors applied the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). Their model does suffer from
being fairly complex, however, and lengthy training sequences are needed to ensure that
the step-size distribution is sampled sufficiently. The algorithm’s main improvement is an
insensitivity to initial parameter choices during EM computation of ML estimates.
A followup paper [22] shows how to extend their VS-HMM model to account for in-
termediate position measurements due to the integration time of the detector. This new
VSI-HMM model also replaces ML estimates with MAP estimates to incorporate priors
about dwell times.
1.3.4 Particle Filtering
Smal et. al. [21] describe a general Bayesian framework for tracking and demonstrate its
usefulness by designing an automatic tracker that utilizes this framework to analyze images of
growing microtubules. They use a common HMM-type Bayesian network with hidden states
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xt and observed variables zt with a key difference: the transition and emission distributions
are continuous rather than discrete.
In this framework, the problem of interest is solving the filtering problem of computing the
posterior distribution of the hidden states given observations: p(xt|[z]t1). Exactly computing
this is only possible if the framework is confined to consider linear Gaussian transitions as
in the standard Kalman Filter.
Instead, they propose an approximate method called particle filtering, a sequential (on-
line) Monte-Carlo method. These “particles” are actually random samples of the posterior
distribution and each carries a weight. The weighted linear combination of these particles
approximates the true posterior distribution. Further to enable tracking multiple objects
simultaneously, the posterior is modeled as an M -component mixture for M objects.
To actually tailor this framework to their application of microtubule growth, the authors
make the following additions:
• State Definition: xt = (rt, vt, st, It), a vector containing position, velocity, shape, and
intensity information
• Evolution Model: a linear Gaussian transition model
• Penalizing object interactions with a Markov Random Field
• Observation Model: for bright pixels around object, the likelihood of an emission is
defined as the ratio of object+background probability to background probability
• Hierarchical Searching: since the emission distribution is naturally very peaked, average
it with another observation model
• Gate Measurements: only accept measurements within a ball centered at the object’s
predicted location
• Track Management: update mixture representations and recluster to avoid errors
They show how their Bayesian tracker outperforms traditional two-step (detection and
linking) deterministic trackers on the microtubule data.
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1.4 The Need for Better Methods
Why do biologists care about accurately determining diffusion coefficients and velocities?
One important reason is that this is an important prerequisite for more sophisticated anal-
yses. For example, to distinguish between free and confined diffusion, Simson et. al. [20]
require effective estimates of the diffusion coefficient of a particle across segments of its
trajectory. They used the initial slope of an MSD curve to derive this estimate, but with
better estimates, their technique could potentially become more powerful. More generally,
the problem of detecting different phases of motion is of great interest since it helps biologists
understand how different cellular processes work.
The crux of all present approaches to the trajectory analysis problem is fitting a power law
summary function to retrieve motion parameters. And all such methods are susceptible to
information loss by excessive averaging [4] and lack of time sensitivity due to time averaging
or may fail to robustly discover transitions between motion modes.
As described in the previous sections, dynamic methods based on hidden Markov models
and Bayesian networks have found fruitful application in several other stages of the general
Tracking problem. The success of the partially state-based approach to trajectory analysis
introduced by Arcizet et. al. [1] shows that a full-fledged HMM solution may provide a richer
solution to the trajectory analysis problem. The rest of the thesis explores such solutions.
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Chapter 2
Theory and Methods
We introduce the theory of hidden Markov models and the related algorithms we use in this
thesis.
2.1 Hidden Markov Models
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are a probabilistic model for modelling the probability
distributions of signals and timseries. They are an extension of Markov chains which are a
sequence of random variables that satisfy the Markov property.
2.1.1 The Structure of HMMs
A Markov chain is a sequence of random variables [St]
T
1 that satisfies the Markov indepen-
dence property. Normally, the joint distribution of a set of random variables can be factored
using the chain rule as so:
P (S1, . . . , ST ) =
T∏
t=1
P (St|S1, . . . , St−1)
=
T∏
t=1
P (St|St−1)
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S1 S2 S3 ST...
X1 X2 X3 XT
Figure 2-1: A hidden Markov Model with hidden states St and observed variables Xt.
The first line follows directly from the chain rule and the probability of each variable depends
on all the previous variables in the sequence. But, the second line is only true if we make
the Markov assumption of conditional independence: given St−1, St is independent of all the
previous variables S1, . . . , St−2. Thus the conditional distributions in our product are greatly
simplified.
While the Markov assumption is not always justifiable, when it can be used, it greatly
simplifies the computation of a joint distribution. As such, it is often used to model many
physical phenomena.
Hidden Markov models add an additional layer of complexity to Markov chains. HMMs
model Markov processes that cannot be observed directly. The variables St of the Markov
chain are hidden and we instead observe variables Xt that are derived from St in some way.
A hidden Markov model may be visualized as in figure 2.1.1.
In addition to the Markov assumption, an HMM also assumes that the observed variables
Xt depend only the current hidden state. These assumptions allow us to factor the joint
distribution over both S and X as
P ([St]
T
1 , [Xt]
T
1 ) = P (S1)P (X1|S1)
T∏
t=2
P (St|St−1)P (Xt|St)
where [X]T1 is short for X1, . . . , XT . When the indices are obvious, we may omit them and
just write X for [Xt]
T
1 .
Thus a hidden Markov model factors the complicated joint distribution into the following
three simpler distributions:
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1. Initial Distribution: The probability P (S1) determines how the initial state is drawn.
2. Transition Distribution: The probability P (St|St−1) determines how the hidden
Markov process evolves.
3. Emission Distribution: The probability P (Xt|St) determine how the observation
process works.
Hidden Markov models differ in the types of distributions used and whether the S and
X random variables are continuous or discrete.
By convention, a hidden Markov model always uses discrete random variables for its
hidden state, but may represent its observations with either continuous or discrete state
variables.
Often, an HMM’s constituent distributions will be chosen from a parametric family and
thus a hidden Markov model can itself be described by a parameter
θ = (pi,M, φ)
which contains the parameters of the initial, transition, and emission distributions, respec-
tively. Since state variables are always taken to be discrete, the initial and transition distri-
butions are usually modelled as discrete multinomial distributions. If the number of states
is K, then pi can be written as the length K vector of the probabilities of starting at each
state. And the transition distribution can be expressed compactly in a K × K matrix M
where Mij = M(i, j) represents the probability of transition from state i to state j.
The simplest and most common choice for the emission distribution is also a discrete
multinomial distribution. There are assumed to be L symbols that may be observed and the
distribution’s parameter φ can be compactly represented in a K × L matrix E where Eij is
the probability of observing symbol j when in state i.
Variants of HMMs may relax the assumption of discrete observations and use different
emission distributions. One common alternative is a continuous HMM with Gaussian ob-
servables where φ = (µ, σ) are the parameters of a series of normal distributions (one for
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each hidden state).
Both hidden Markov models and Markov chains are popular examples of Bayesian net-
works which are graphical models used to represent the conditional independence relation-
ships between a group of random variables. These conditional independence assumptions
can be used to factor a joint distribution into a product of simpler conditional distribu-
tions as we’ve shown with HMMs and Markov chains. The graphs have random variables as
nodes and arcs between nodes that influence each other as in the graphical representation of
HMMs 2.1.1. While HMMs and Markov chains are two of the more commonly used Bayesian
networks, any arbitrary network may be used to model a particular application.
2.1.2 Probabilistic Analysis using HMMs
Since hidden Markov models generalize Markov chains with an observation process, they are
often fruitfully used to model physical processes with noisy observations.
And given a sequence of observations [xt]
T
1 that we’d like to model with a particular
HMM, we may ask the following types of questions: [15]:
1. Filtering, Smoothing, Prediction: What’s my belief about my current state?
What states am I most likely to have come from? Which states am I going to next?
These can be answered by computing the posterior distribution
P (St|[Xt]k1 = [xt]k1)
for different timepoints St in the state history. For t = k, this is a filtering problem.
For t < k, I’m smoothing my estimates of my past history. And for t > k, I’m trying
to predict my future states.
2. Explaining: Given a sequence of observations [Xt]
T
1 , what is the most likely sequence
of states I visited? What is
arg max
S
P ([St]
T
1 , [Xt]
T
1 = [xt]
T
1 )?
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Several algorithms have been developed to answer these questions effectively. The three
that will be most relevant for our analysis are the Viterbi, forward, and backward algorithms.
The Viterbi algorithm answers the last question: what is the most likely explanation
for a sequence of observations? The forward-backward algorithm is used to compute the
likelihood of a sequence of observations. Both are dynamic programming applications that
compute a recursive function in a bottom-up fashion.
The Viterbi algorithm computes the matrix of values Vt(s) which represents the maximum
probability of any sequence of states that is in state s at time t. This is computed using the
following simple recurrence:
V1(s) = P (S1 = s)P (X1 = x1|S1 = s)
Vt(s) = P (Xt = xt|St = s) ·max
s′
[Vt−1(s′)P (St = s|St−1 = s′)]
The forward algorithm uses a similar recurrence to compute the forward probability αt(s)
which is the total probability of all state sequences that end up in state s at time t (and
match our known observed values). This can be computed by replacing the max operators
with summations in the Viterbi recurrence:
α1(s) = P (S1 = s)P (X1 = x1|S1 = s)
αt(s) = P (Xt = xt|St = s) ·
∑
s′
[αt−1(s′)P (St = s|St−1 = s′)]
And symmetrically we can also define the backward probability βt(s) which is the total prob-
ability of all state sequences that start in state s at time t and go the end of the sequence
while matching observations:
βT (s) = 1
βt(s) =
∑
s′
βt+1(s
′)P (St+1 = s′|St = s)P (Xt+1 = xt+1|s′)
Note how the probabilities are computed from the end of the sequence, going backwards.
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Thus a general application of hidden Markov models usually entails applying the Viterbi
algorithm to a sequence of observations to infer the most likely sequence of hidden states
that could have generated them. And the forward and backward algorithms may be used
to determine the probability of observing the data at all. These algorithms run in O(TK2)
time.
But an important question remains. How are the HMM parameters θ selected? All
three algorithms in this section are run on a particular model with particular parameters,
so selecting the parameters is a necessary prerequisite to using these algorithms.
Parameters are usually either hand-selected for a particular application based on knowl-
edge of the problem domain or learned from a corpus of training data of several sequences
of observations that are believed to be generated by some unknown hidden Markov process.
The most popular technique for learning the parameters of an HMM is the Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm which is described next.
2.2 Learning and Model Selection
We introduce a few popular techniques for learning probabilistic models such as HMMs.
When trying to learn models to explain data, there are two basic problems:
1. Model Selection: learning the structure or family of models that best explain the
data
2. Parameter Learning: learning the specific parameters of the model of a specific
structure that best explains the data
By selecting HMMs as our model of choice, we’ve winnowed down the space of models
we’re considering, but we haven’t actually selected a specific structure. To do that, we need
to specify the type of transition and emission distributions we will use as well as the number
of states in the model. Once we’ve done that, we’ll still need to learn the parameters to get
a specific model that can be used to analyze our trajectory data. We explore techniques for
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solving these problems in reverse order, starting with how to learn parameters for a specific
family of models.
2.2.1 Expectation Maximization
The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is a general technique for solving the maxi-
mum likelihood estimation (MLE) problem with partially observed or incomplete data [6, 7].
When trying to learn a distribution parameterized by θ from samples D of it, a natural
goal might be to try to find the estimate θ of the parameter that maximizes the likelihood
(or equivalently the log likelihood) of the data:
θˆMLE = arg max
θ∈Θ
logP (D|θ) (2.1)
where Θ is the universe of possible parameters. In the case of partially observed data, we
may have D = (S,X) where X is observed data, but S is missing or hidden data. Then, we
cannot evaluate the likelihood of P (D|θ) directly without knowing S. And the only way to
determine the likelihood is by marginalizing the unknown variable:
P (D|θ) = P (S,X|θ) =
∑
S
P (X|S, θ)P (S).
Since this makes the original maximum likelihood computation much harder to solve
directly, we use the EM algorithm instead. Expectation maximization utilizes the following
observation: if we knew the missing data, we could simply compute the maximum in equation
2.1. Since we don’t know the missing data, we’ll simply find the expected value and use that
instead.
The algorithm proceeds in the following steps:
1. Initialize: Pick a random initial parameter θ(0).
2. On iteration i, perform the following:
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• E-step: Compute the conditional expected log-likelihood
Q(θ|θ(i)) = EX|S,θ(i) [logP (S|θ)].
Here the expectation is taken over the conditional probability distribution P (X|S, θ(i))
of the observed data given the hidden data S and the current parameter estimate
θ(i).
• M-step: Update our parameter estimate to be
θ(i+1) = arg max
θ
Q(θ|θ(i)).
3. Repeat the E and M steps for a fixed number of iterations or until the difference in
log-likelihood between iterations is smaller than a threshold.
The EM algorithm is monotonic in that the log likelihoods of its parameter estimates
never decrease from one iteration to the next. Thus θ(i+1) is as good or better than θ(i) at
predicting the data. But the EM algorithm is only guaranteed to find a local maximum of
the maximum likelihood function. So, in practice, it often helps to restart the EM algorithm
with different random initializations. When applied to learn the parameters of a discrete
hidden Markov model, the algorithm is often called the Baum-Welch algorithm [24].
One downside of the EM algorithm is that it can tend to overfit the training data. The
EM technique is general, so it can also be used to find the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimate instead of the MLE:
θˆMAP = arg max
θ∈Θ
P (D|θ)P (θ) (2.2)
where the objective function has just been multiplied by a prior belief of what θ should
be. If an EM MAP estimate still tends to overfit the data for a particular application, a
variational Bayesian approach may be more suitable. Such an algorithm is described next.
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2.2.2 Variational Bayesian Expectation Maximization
Bronson et. al. [3] describe an extension of the standard EM algorithm called variational
Bayesian expectation maximization (VBEM). Instead of optimizing ML or MAP as with EM,
they show how to optimize Maximum Evidence (ME) with VBEM. Instead of just trying to
learn parameters as with EM, the goal of VBEM is to select a model.
With the ME formulation, the key is to model the prior distribution itself using hyper-
parameters : P (θ;u,K) and then find the model complexity or size K that maximizes the
evidence of the observed data P (X;u,K) which is a function of the hyperparameters and
K.
While EM finds the point-estimate θˆMLE of the parameter, VBEM computes its entire
posterior distribution P (θ|X;u,K). If a point-estimate is needed, the posterior can be
maximized to obtain θˆMAP .
VBEM is not an exact, but an approximate inference algorithm. It replaces an intractable
calculation with a tractable optimization of a bound on the objective function. The objective
function VBEM tries to maximize is the log evidence: logP (X;u,K). Since maximizing this
directly is hard, it is written as
logP (X;u,K) = L(q) +DKL(q||p(S, θ|X))
for an arbitrary probability distribution q and L a function of it. Here DKL is the Kullback-
Leibler divergence which measures the distance between two probability distributions. Since
the divergence is always non-negative, L(q) is a lower bound of the objective function.
The divergence measures the tightness of this bound and goes to zero when q(S, θ) =
p(S, θ|X). Hence q(θ) approximates the posterior P (θ|X).
Like EM, VBEM alternates between estimating θ and S. But instead of using point-
estimates, VBEM maintains distributions q(θ) and q(S) and defines one in terms of the
other. Essentially, it treats θ as an additional hidden random variable instead of as a fixed
parameter. VBEM makes the assumptions that P (X) is in the exponential family, that a
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conjugate prior (e.g. the Dirichlet) is used, and that q(S, θ) = q(S)q(θ).
2.2.3 Bayesian Information Criterion
A simpler alternative to VBEM for model selection is the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) [18] which allows you to pick between several competing models that may explain
some available data. If a particular model with d free parameters has a maximum log-
likelihood of ˆ` for a set of n data points, its BIC score is
BIC = ˆ`− 1
2
d log n. (2.3)
The BIC score is higher for models that fit the data better, i.e., have a greater log
likelihood for the data. But the second penalty term decreases the BIC of overly complex
models with too many free parameters. Thus the BIC score can be used to select both the
most likely and the simplest model. Using BIC avoids the common problem of overfitting that
may arise from just using maximum likelihood estimation techniques like the EM algorithm.
2.3 Factorial Hidden Markov Models
We now describe how to formulate the trajectory analysis problem using a special type of
HMM, a factorial hidden Markov Model.
For simplicity, we first consider the one-dimensional trajectory analysis problem. Then
the input is a 1D timeseries x[n] from which we may derive several types of features, but we
will focus primarily on the length of each step taken by the particle.
Then, from the equations in section 1.2.1 about the random walk behavior of diffusion,
we can observe that these step lengths (which represent a time of length τ) must obey a
Gaussian distribution with variance
σ2 = 2Dτ.
If the particle is only diffusing, the step is drawn from such a distribution centered at 0. If
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Y1 Y2 Y3 YT...
Z1 Z2 Z3 ZT...
X1 X2 X3 XT
Figure 2-2: A Factorial HMM: two independent Markov Chains of hidden variables Yt and
Zt. The observed variables Xt are dependent on both Yt and Zt.
the particle is additionally flowing with a velocity vx, then the step is drawn from the same
distribution centered at µ = vx instead.
We can model this behavior using a factorial hidden Markov model (fHMM) which is a
generalization of HMMs to allow multiple hidden Markov chains that generate the observa-
tions.
In particular, we’ll consider a fHMM with Gaussian observations and two Markov chains,
where each chain controls the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussians respectively. A
fHMM can be visualized graphically as in Figure 2-2.
The parameters of the fHMM can easily be obtained from the parameters of each sub-
stituent Markov chain. Suppose Yt ∈ {1, . . . , P} and µ = (µ1, . . . , µP ), while Zt ∈ {1, . . . , Q}
and σ = (σ1, . . . , σQ). Then if each chain has parameters (pi1,M1) and (pi2,M2) respectively,
then the fHMM may be visualized as an HMM with K = PQ states as follows. When the
fHMM is in a state s, it can be viewed as a pair (p, q) of states in each Markov chain. Then
the fHMM has the following parameters:
1. Initial Distribution: pi(s) = pi(p) · pi(q)
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2. Transition Distribution: M(s, s′) = M1(p, p′) ·M2(q, q′)
3. Emission Distribution: P (X = x|S = s) = N(x;µp, σ2q ).
2.3.1 Model Selection
Since learning a factorial HMM is computationally expensive, we decided to forego traditional
learning algorithms and instead design a model for the particular application of tracking.
In particular, we designed the model with the goals of a biological end-user in mind. Such
a user may have have a rough idea about the maximum diffusion coefficients and velocities of
their particular application. We allow them to specify this with parameters Dmax and Vmax
respectively. Additionally, since we aren’t learning a model, the accuracy of our predictions
depend on the possible state space of the model. We allow the user to specify this with a
binning parameter, nb, which specifies the granularity of the diffusion and velocity estimates.
Finally, the transition behavior of the hidden Markov process was parameterized by a single
odds parameter o to reduce the complexity of the overall model.
With these four parameters, Dmax, Vmax, nb, and o, the model was chosen as follows. The
state-space of the diffusion Markov chain was divided into nb equal bins from 0 to Dmax. And
the velocity chain’s state space was divided into nb equal bins from −Vmax to Vmax. Thus
the number of states in each Markov chain is P = Q = nb for a total of K = n
2
b states.
Finally, the odds parameter o represented the odds against switching states. Thus, the
transition matrix is completely determined by o and the number of states K:
M(i, i) =
o
1 + o
(2.4)
M(i, j) =
1
(1 + o)(K − 1) (2.5)
The probability of switching is evenly distributed across all the other possible states.
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2.3.2 Inference
The fHMM constructed in the previous section was then used to infer the most likely sequence
of diffusion coefficients and velocities that explained the observed steps in a trajectory.
The inference was carried out by a standard Viterbi algorithm modified to run over
fHMMs. As mentioned earlier, the fHMM was represented as a large HMM with K = n2b
states.
While increasing nb greatly expands the number of states in the model, it also yields finer
grained precision in the estimates of diffusion coefficients and velocities. Ways to improve
the computational efficiency of the inference algorithms over a large fHMM are explored in
Chapter 4.2.1.
2.4 3D Continuous Hidden Markov Models
In this section, we introduce another model, a three-dimensional continuous HMM (cHMM),
which addresses three limitations of the factorial hidden Markov model:
1. Model structure: the factorial structure of the HMM makes performing inference
and learning computationally intractable.
2. Model complexity: the number of states in the model are determined by the binning
parameter rather than being motivated by the biological application being modelled.
This is undesirable since most of the bin states are never actually visited in any normal
trajectory. This complicates the model just for the sake of accuracy.
3. Parameter Learning: Since the complexity of the model structure makes it difficult
to select the best possible parameters according to any criteria, we have to apply a
subjective choice of what the parameters ought to look like, namely a uniform starting
distribution and a transition matrix skewed to favor self transitions.
We simplify the model structure by coalescing the two separate Markov chains in the
fHMM into a single chain where the mean and standard deviation evolve together, rather
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than separately.
We initially find a model of suitable complexity by permitting the user to specify the
number of states K, he expects in his application.
Then we try to select the best model on K states by applying the Expectation Maxi-
mization (EM) algorithm to find the HMM that is most likely given a set of training data.
This involves selecting the parameters θ of the model that maximize the likelihood of the
data.
Finally, we can even address the full model selection problem by testing models of differing
complexity (i.e. number of states) with the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). For the
3D trajectory data, this yields an estimate of the states in each dimension which is used to
construct the three independent HMMs which together comprise our new model. We will
denote the number of states in a cHMM as a tuple K = (Kx, Ky, Kz) of the states in each
dimension of the model.
2.4.1 Parameter Learning with EM
We now describe how to apply the general EM technique introduced in Chapter 2.2.1 to
hidden Markov models. The goal will be to learn the parameters of an unknown HMM that
is most likely to generate a set of training data, X.
Suppose we observe N training examples, then
X = {x(1), . . . , x(N)}
where the ith training example is
x(i) = (x
(i)
1 , . . . , x
(i)
T )
a vector of the T observations from the unknown HMM. Since the training data will be
unlabelled (we don’t know the true states that generated these observations), this will be an
instance of unsupervised learning.
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We employ the forward and backward probabilities we introduced in Chapter 2.1.2 to
help us compute the following posterior distributions when we’re given a particular training
example x for a particular HMM with parameters θ = (pi,M, φ).
The conditional probability of being in a particular state at a time t is
P (St = s|X = x; θ) = P (St = s,X = x; θ)
P (X = x; θ)
=
αt(s)βt(s)∑
s αT (s)
And the conditional probability of a particular state transition at a time t is
P (St = s, St+1 = s
′|X = x; θ) = P (St = s, St+1 = s
′, X = x; θ)
P (X = x; θ)
=
αt(s)P (St+1 = s
′|St = s;M)P (Xt+1 = xt+1|St = s;φ)βt+1(s′)∑
s αT (s)
Given these probabilities, we may naturally count how many times a particular state or
a transition is expected to occur given a training example x. Thus these can be used to
generate updated estimates of the parameters pi and M of the HMM. We also add a Laplace
correction to the expected counts to deal with sparse training data. Since not all possible
states or transitions may be observed in a given training data, we add a pseudo-count of 1 to
the actual counts to prevent EM from assigning zero probability to any state or transition.
The emission parameters, φ, can also be updated as follows:
µs =
∑T
t=1 P (St = s|X = x; θ)xt∑T
t=1 P (St = s|X = x; θ)
σ2s =
∑T
t=1 P (St = s|X = x; θ)(xt − µs)2∑T
t=1 P (St = s|X = x; θ)
where the P (St = s|X = x) probabilities may be interpreted as a measure of how responsible
state s is for the observation xt. Then the updates are a very natural way of estimating the
unknown parameters of a Normal distributions from its samples.
Then the EM algorithm for HMMs can be written as
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1. Initialize: Pick a random initial parameter θ(0).
2. On iteration i,
• E-step: Compute the probabilities P (St = s|x) and P (St = s, St+1 = s′|x) as
described earlier.
• M-step: Use the expected counts (with a Laplace correction of 1 for pi and M) to
update the parameters pi(i),M (i), φ(i) to get a new θ(i+1).
3. Repeat until convergence or for a fixed number of iterations.
2.4.2 Model Selection with BIC
Finally, we apply the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to select a model that is as simple
as possible, but no simpler. For an HMM with K states as we’ve constructed, there are
d = K2 + 2K − 1
free parameters (K−1 for pi, K(K−1) for M and K each for the µ and σ vectors). And for
a training set of N examples with sequences of length T in each example, the total number
of observations is n = NT . Thus the BIC score for an HMM with K states is
BICK = ˆ`K − 1
2
(K2 + 2K − 1) log(NT ) (2.6)
where ˆ`K is the maximum log likelihood of a K state HMM.
Taking the user’s initial estimate of the model complexity as a pessimistic one, we try
models with fewer states as well. The model with the highest BIC score is taken to be the
best.
Since a trajectory’s step data has three independent dimensions to it, we choose to model
each dimension with an independent HMM with the number of states determined by the BIC
score.
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2.5 Mean-square Displacement Methods
To compare our new HMM-based algorithms, we’ve also implemented an MSD-based algo-
rithms based on a combination of the standard techniques described in in Chapter 1.2.3 and
the algorithm [1] described in Chapter 1.2.5.
In particular, we implement a rolling window version of the standard MSD algorithm.
Instead of computing the mean-square displacement across an entire trajectory, a rolling
MSD computation considers windows of W steps at a time. Thus we generalize the mean
square displacement (MSD) equation (1.8) to
〈x2j [n]〉W =
1
s+ e+ 1
e∑
i=s
(x[i+ n]− x[i])2 (2.7)
where the average is taken over a window centered at timepoint j of size at most W . The
window starts at s = max(0, j − bW/2c) and ends at e = min(T, j + bW/2c).
Then the diffusion coefficients and velocity parameters are recovered for any point j in
the trajectory by fitting the rolling MSD value 〈x2j [n]〉W as described in Chapter 1.2.3.
2.6 Applications and Metrics
In this section, we describe the types of simulated data sets we will use to test algorithms
as well as the measures we’ll use to determine the effectiveness of the algorithms.
2.6.1 Types of Applications
Different tracking applications yield different classes of trajectories, each of which pose their
own unique challenges for analysis. Some of the trajectory types of interest are listed here:
1. Pure Diffusion (Diff): a long trajectory generated by pure Brownian motion in the
absence of any flow
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2. Pure Diffusion Step (DiffStep): a pure diffusion trajectory with a transition between
two diffusion coefficients (i.e. two states)
3. Velocity Step (VelStep): a trajectory with two phases, a purely diffusive phase and
a diffusion plus flow phase after a velocity field is turned on at some random time in
the trajectory.
4. Diffusion and Velocity Step (DiffVelStep): a trajectory with three phases, an initial
pure diffusion phase with a transition in D followed by a transition in velocity
5. Pulse: a two-phase trajectory with a pulsed transition from the first phase to the
second and back
These types of trajectories are simulated in our experiments by generating a random step
from the appropriate set of normal distributions. Each dimension has its own independent
distribution with mean determined by the velocity in that direction and standard deviation
based on the diffusion coefficient.
Pure diffusion tracks (or any tracks that do not transition between modes of motion) are
easy to analyze even without sophisticated machine learning techniques. In particular, the
parameters of a pure diffusion trajectory can be recovered by just estimating the parameters
of a normal distribution from its samples or by fitting the MSD curve as described earlier.
As such, we do not expect our HMM approaches to provide any significant improvements
for such types of tracks over traditional MSD algorithms.
But we hypothesize that hidden Markov models will enable us to better analyze the
more complicated application types that feature transitions between multiple states. The
performance is expected to vary with the magnitude of the change in parameter values from
one state to the next (e.g. with the relative strength of the flow component to the diffusive
component in the VelStep trajectory). For example, in a trajectory where the particle’s mean
diffusive step length is large and its velocity is small, we’d expect the the discriminative power
of HMMs to diminish as different motion states blend together.
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2.6.2 Measures of Success
We will use two types of error metrics to measure how well our models and algorithms work:
an absolute error (AE) and a relative error (RE).
The suite of algorithms we will apply to the trajectory analysis problem will accept as
input some trajectory r[n] and output some estimate sequence of motion parameters D∗[n]
and V ∗[n]. If the true values D[n] and V [n] for the track are known, we can simply compute
the percent error as a measure of accuracy. In particular, the absolute error (AE) is the
percent error between two vectors A and A∗ where A is the actual value and A∗ is the
estimate as
‖A∗ − A‖
‖A‖ .
And we compute the error of D, vx, vy, vz estimates separately.
In addition to the absolute magnitude difference between the true and estimated values,
we are also interested in comparing the shapes (i.e. the sequence of states and the state
transitions) of the true and estimated timeseries of the parameters. For this, we compute
the relative error (RE) which measures the percent error between the true and estimated
state sequences. This will only be relevant for the HMM algorithms, not the MSD algorithms.
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Chapter 3
Results
We run our algorithms on a suite of simulated tracks as well as an experimental dataset of
chromosome trajectories. The simulated tracks are examples of the prototypical applications
described in Chapter 2.6. We also measure how sensitive each algorithm is to the magnitude
of D and V changes as well as the duration of state changes. Finally, we show typical results
of each algorithm on each type of application.
3.1 Algorithm Parameters
Both the MSD and HMM algorithms we’ll test in this chapter require the user to specify a
few parameters. Some are hand-selected and others are learned as needed.
The MSD algorithm performs differently based on the window size W we use. Thus
we try both a small and large window size to evaluate which one works better for which
applications.
The fHMM requires no training since we’ve chosen not to learn its model parameters
(since the structure is overly complex). The model is determined by the number of bins (nb)
and the odds of switching (o). In all the simulated applications in this chapter, we just chose
values that are known to work reasonably well.
Finally, the cHMM does require two levels of training. We must first determine the
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appropriate model complexity using BIC scores. And then we must learn the best parameters
for the chosen model. In summary, we’ll use the following algorithms:
1. MSD (W = 10): an MSD algorithm with a 10-frame rolling window.
2. MSD (W = 50): an MSD algorithm with a 50-frame rolling window.
3. fHMM (nb = 20, o = 10): an fHMM with K = n
2
b = 400 states divided evenly between
limits Dmax and Vmax which are hand-chosen for each application. The odds parameter
biases the model against rapid self-transitions.
4. cHMM: the optimal number of states K∗ is selected by comparing BIC scores. Then
the optimal parameters θ∗ for a cHMM with K∗ states are learned using EM.
3.2 Model Selection for cHMM
Before we can train our cHMM model, we must first pick a model complexity, how many
states will be in each of the three (x, y, z) dimensions of the model. The optimal number
of states K∗ = (K∗x, K
∗
y , K
∗
z ) is chosen according to BIC scores as shown in Figure 3.2. The
figure shows both the maximum log likelihood (LL) and BIC scores for each of the simulated
applications and the experimental chromosome application in each dimension of the model.
Notice that the log-likelihood generally increases with more states and more free param-
eters. But if the increase is not significant enough to justify the additional complexity, the
BIC score penalizes it to prevent overfitting.
In the Diff experiment (Figure 3-1(a)) the log-likelihood curves are fairly flat. There is
no significant increase in log-likelihood as more parameters are added to the model, so BIC
prefers the simplest model with a single state which is the correct one.
In both the VelStep and Pulse experiments (Figures 3-1(c), 3-1(e)), the log-likelihood
in the x-dimension increases greatly for increasing from one to two states, but plateaus for
more states. The log-likelihood in the other dimensions is roughly flat throughout. Thus
the BIC scores pick out 2 states in x and a single state in y and z. This is as expected since
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both VelStep and Pulse only have a velocity change in the x direction; the other dimensions
have the same velocity and diffusion throughout.
In the DiffStep experiment (Figure 3-1(b)), the log-likelihood increases drastically as we
add an additional state, but stays flat for more than two states. Accordingly, the BIC score
picks a two-state model in each dimension.
The DiffVelStep experiment has a change in diffusion as well as velocity. But while the
diffusion change affects each dimension (since diffusion is a scalar), the velocity change is only
in the x dimension. Thus each dimension has at least two states (one for each diffusion), but
the x dimension should have another velocity state. The estimates for x and y are correct,
but the z estimate is 3 instead of the expected 2. This happened because we overfit the
data in the z dimension. Notice that the y log-likelihood plateaus after two states, but the
z log-likelihood still increases a bit more. The BIC’s penalty for model complexity was not
high enough to prevent this overfitting.
The optimal results obtained from the BIC analysis are summarized in the following
table. The chromosome application is an experimental dataset where the true number of
states is actually unknown. But in the simulated applications, we knew the correct number
of states, so we were able to check whether our estimate was correct. Incorrect estimates are
marked with a ∗ with the correct number in parentheses. All our estimates except Kz for
DiffVelStep were as expected. The BIC estimate of 3 overfit the data by an extra state. We
will use the correct value in the rest of the experiments.
Application K∗x K
∗
y K
∗
z
Diff 1 1 1
DiffStep 2 2 2
VelStep 2 1 1
DiffVelStep 3 2 3* (2)
Pulse 2 1 1
Chromosomes 2 3 4
Table 3.1: Model Selection Results
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(a) Diffusion BIC: K∗ = (1, 1, 1).
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(b) DiffStep BIC: K∗ = (2, 2, 2).
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(c) VelStep BIC: K∗ = (2, 1, 1).
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(d) DiffVelStep BIC: K∗ = (3, 2, 3). But Kz = 2.
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(e) Pulse BIC: K∗ = (2, 1, 1).
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(f) Chromosomes BIC: K∗ = (2, 3, 4). True K un-
known.
Figure 3-1: Model Selection for cHMMs using BIC scores for each tracking application. BIC
compared to maximum log-likelihoods (LL). Estimates K∗ all correct except for Kz in 3-1(d).
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3.3 Sensitivity and Robustness
Most of our simulated and experimental applications have transitions in the diffusion coef-
ficient D or the velocity V or both. In this section, we analyze how large the magnitude
of the change must be for our algorithms to effectively detect the change. Additionally, we
experimentally determine the algorithm’s sensitivity to state durations.
3.3.1 Transition Sensitivity
To test sensitivity to diffusion and velocity transition, we simulated 10 tracks each 100 steps
in length. We averaged the performance of all the algorithms over these tracks and computed
the standard error.
For the diffusion sensitivity experiment, we transition from D0 = 1 to a higher D1 = D
(in all three dimensions x, y, z) and report the performance as the ratio of the higher to lower
diffusion coefficients: D1/D0 = D. The results are in Figure 3-2(a). We see that the fHMM
and cHMM models begin to lose their ability to identify the time of the state transition when
the ratio is much smaller than 4.
In the velocity sensitivity experiment, we measure performance as a function of the Peclet
number, a dimensionless constant that measures the relative effect of velocity to diffusion.
The Peclet number is defined as
Pe =
δvx
D
=
v2xτ
D
(3.1)
where δ the characteristic step-length is defined in terms of the characteristic timestep τ .
The justification of the Peclet number can be seen by standardizing the Gaussian step
distribution. Particularly, for a velocity vx, diffusion coefficient D, and timestep τ , the
parameters of the step distribution are µ = vxτ and σ
2 = 2Dτ . The relative magnitude of
velocity to diffusion can be obtained by computing the z-score. We set the original velocity
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(and mean) to zero, so that the z-score is just
µ
σ
=
vxτ√
2Dτ
= vx
√
τ
2D
= R
where notice that Pe = 2R2. We normalize D and τ to 1 to simplify the experiment and
report the performance as a function of the Peclet number Pe in Figure 3-2(b). We see that
the fHMM and cHMM models lose their ability to detect the transition for Peclet numbers
much smaller than 4.
Further, since a diffusive step can be hard to detect if we try to learn the best parameter
θ = (pi,M, φ) over an unconstrained space for the cHMM, we chose not to learn the transition
matrix M . Instead we fixed it to an odds matrix as we did for fHMMs in Chapter 2.3.1. But
we still learn the starting and emission distributions parameterized by pi and φ respectively.
This was done primarily to improve the performance of the cHMM. We discuss the potential
of such unconstrained learning further in Chapter 4.2.3.
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Figure 3-2: Algorithm Sensitivity to transitions in diffusion coefficients and velocities over a
single trajectory.
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3.3.2 Duration Sensitivity
We also tested the ability of all the algorithms to detect short-lived transitions. How long
must a particle exist in a motion state before the algorithm can effectively detect it as being
a distinct state instead of just a noisy observation? To answer this question, we used the
Pulse application where a particle switches from a pure diffusion state to a state with a large
positive velocity in the x-dimension and then back to the original state. We varied the length
or duration of the pulse from a small number of steps to a large number. The performance
was averaged over 10 tracks each 200 steps in length and we also computed the standard
error of the performance. The results are shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3: Duration Sensitivity: Performance as function of duration of state change.
3.4 Algorithm Performance
We simulated several series of tracks of different types (as described in Chapter 2.6) to
compare the performance of the different algorithms. The performance of the different
algorithms on each type of application is described here. The results are discussed further
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in Chapter 4.
3.4.1 Pure Diffusion Trajectories
A pure diffusion trajectory is a random walk with a small or non-existent velocity component.
In such a trajectory, the variation in step-sizes depends solely in changes in the diffusion
coefficients. But even with a single, unchanging diffusion coefficient, particle step sizes will
naturally vary due to the underlying random walk kinetics. We consider tracks generated
from such a single-state model first. The performance of the algorithms is compared in
Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Algorithm estimates of the diffusion coefficient D for the Diff application.
3.4.2 Pure Diffusion Step Trajectories
We now try a slightly more involved random walk which switches between two diffusion
coefficients. The trajectory is still purely diffusive and has no velocity component. The
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results of all the algorithms are shown in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5: Algorithm estimates of the diffusion coefficient D for the DiffStep application.
3.4.3 Velocity Step Trajectories
A velocity step trajectory has one or more transitions between different velocity regimes.
Such trajectories mimic biological situations where a particle may be temporarily subject to
a high velocity (e.g. due to the surrounding fluid flow).
The ability of the algorithms to recover the trajectory varies with the number of transi-
tions and the relative effect of diffusion compared to velocity. The effect of the latter was
shown earlier in Figure 3-2.
The simple VelStep application allows us to test how well the algorithms can detect a
change in velocity. The results of the different algorithms are shown in Figure 3-6. In the
simple application, there is a transition in only vx, the x velocity. While the MSD algorithms
only determine the magnitude of the velocity V and not the individual components, in this
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case the two are equal since the y and z components are set to zero. This allows us to
compare the HMM algorithms (which do recover the full velocity vector) with the MSD
algorithms on an even footing.
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Figure 3-6: Algorithm estimates of the instantaneous velocity ~v = (vx, 0, 0) (which equals
the magnitude V = ‖~v‖) for the VelStep application.
3.4.4 Complex Step Trajectories
We now consider the effect of multiple transitions on the ability to recover diffusion coeffi-
cients and velocities from step trajectories.
All complex trajectories have transitions in both diffusion and velocity, so they contain
an instance of the basic DiffVelStep application. Thus we’ll use it as a simple benchmark
to compare all the algorithms. The application has a large diffusion transition followed by a
large velocity transition. Additionally, complex trajectories may also have transitions back
to an original state. And the most basic example of this is the Pulse application which will
be used as an additional benchmark. As before, the Pulse application transitions from a pure
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diffusion state to a large velocity state and back. The results for both types of applications
are shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-8.
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Figure 3-7: Algorithm estimates of the instantaneous velocity ~v = (vx, 0, 0) (which equals
the magnitude V = ‖~v‖) for the Pulse application.
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Figure 3-8: Algorithm estimates of motion parameters in the DiffVelStep application.
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3.5 Experimental Results
Chromosomes undergo complex motions during cell division; for example, they congress
towards the animal pole during meiosis in starfish oocytes. Trajectories of these chromosome
movements are analyzed in this section. We do not know what the true motion parameters
are. Nor do we know how many states the motion model ought to have.
We first learned the number of states using BIC scores (Figure 3-1(f)). The BIC score
indicated that the optimal number of states is K∗ = (2, 3, 4). Erring on the side of caution,
we conservatively picked a cHMM with 4 states in each dimension: K = (4, 4, 4). Thus, if
the BIC penalty was overly strict, the x and y dimensions of the model would still be able to
use the extra states. But if the extra states are not necessary, they can be left unpopulated.
The fHMM and MSD algorithms require no learning and are applied with the parameters
described at the beginning of the chapter.
The timeseries of diffusion coefficients and velocities recovered by the use of our cHMM
model with the EM algorithm for learning are shown in Figures 3-9 and 3-10. The velocity es-
timates are reported separately for the MSD and HMM algorithms since the MSD algorithm
computes the velocity magnitude, while the HMM computes the full velocity vector.
More detailed analysis and interpretation of these results will be the subject of future
work; however, we note that the HMM-based algorithm developed here provides significantly
more detailed information about the dynamics of these chromosome trajectories than was
available from traditional MSD-based methods.
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Figure 3-9: Algorithm estimates of the diffusion coefficient, D, in the experimental Chromo-
somes application.
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Figure 3-10: Algorithm estimates of the instantaneous velocity ~v and its magnitude V in the
experimental Chromosomes application.
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Chapter 4
Discussion and Future Directions
We discuss and analyze the results of the previous chapter and provide suggestions for future
research directions.
4.1 Discussion and Interpretation
We designed our HMM-based algorithms to effectively analyze trajectories with multiple
phases of motion. While traditional MSD approaches with long time-averaging windows
can work for homogeneous trajectories where the motion parameters never change, our new
HMM approach outperforms MSD for more heterogeneous trajectories.
4.1.1 Algorithm Sensitivity
The disparity between the MSD and HMM algorithms is most evident when we consider
each algorithm’s sensitivity to changes in D and V . As the traditional MSD computes an
average over the entire trajectory, it will always find just the average values of D and V
instead of being able to discern the individual phases. This deficiency in MSD is usually
addressed by computing a rolling average over windows in the trajectory as we’ve done in our
implementation of MSD. But even a rolling MSD algorithm has its limitations: it produces
noisy, imprecise estimates of the motion parameters. This is best seen in the sensitivity
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results in Figure 3-2.
Diffusion Transitions
For diffusion coefficients, the MSD estimates generally have the highest average absolute
error (AE) and certainly perform worse if the HMM estimates are measured by the more-
pertinent relative error (RE). The MSD estimate is more accurate for larger window sizes,
but at the expense of precision: the estimates with a window size of 50 have inherently low
time sensitivity.
And the two HMM algorithms perform very similarly with the fHMM performing slightly
better. Since the cHMM algorithm involves learning, it is susceptible to variations in training
data. And in the DiffStep application, the only difference between the two diffusion states
is the standard deviation which means the step distributions of the two states are not very
well separated. The EM algorithm is known to occasionally perform poorly in such cases [25]
since it only finds the local maxima of the log-likelihood function; it may find a suboptimal
model or not converge within the number of iterations it is run for. When EM learns a
suboptimal model, the performance of the cHMM can be quite bad. In such cases, the
fHMM with its fixed model usually performs better.
Velocity Transitions
For velocity, the performance difference between the MSD and HMM algorithms is even
starker. The HMM approaches greatly out-perform their MSD counterparts especially for
high Peclet numbers. While the error in the HMM approaches are near zero for Peclet
number above 4, the MSD errors are still around forty percent for significantly higher velocity
changes. When the window of an MSD algorithm overlaps the point of transition, the MSD
estimates can be quite poor since they average the two very different velocity values of the
two states. This may explain why the MSD error never quite drops to zero.
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State Durations
Finally, the duration sensitivity experiment (Figure 3-3) shows that the HMM algorithms are
significantly better able to detect short-lived transitions in motion states. All the algorithms
fail to detect extremely brief transitions (fewer than ten steps) and improve drastically for
longer-lived transitions.
But while the HMM algorithms can detect states as short as ten steps long very well, the
MSD algorithms have trouble even with much longer-lived ones. As is expected, the smaller
window MSD algorithm outperforms the larger window algorithm since smaller window sizes
make detecting transitions easier. But the error for both MSD algorithms is still as high as
thirty percent for even the longest-living states. Among the HMM algorithms, the cHMM
performs slightly better than the fHMM. This is also expected since the fHMM’s model is
chosen to bias against taking short-lived transitions. While this usually helps the fHMM
avoid overfitting noise, it can sometimes cause it to miss some transitions that the cHMM
correctly detects.
4.1.2 Simulated Performance
The different simulated applications we used to benchmark the performance of our algorithms
with the standard MSD algorithm demonstrate the additional benefits of our approach. MSD
performs reasonably well for homogeneous applications like the simple Diff experiment, but
HMMs outperform it for the other more complicated applications. Also MSD generally
computes averages and only recovers the magnitude of the velocity vector, while the HMM
algorithms obtain instantaneous estimates of all parameters and obtain the full velocity
vector. But to enable a comparison on an even footing, we chose all our velocity transitions to
happen along a single dimension (x). This makes the magnitude returned by MSD algorithms
equivalent to the vx returned by HMM algorithms. We also tried both a small and a large
window size for MSD to have a fair baseline.
As can be seen from the figures, smaller window sizes are better at capturing transitions,
but produce noisier estimates. And larger window sizes produce better average estimates,
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but fail to capture transitions sharply. This can be seen in any application with a velocity
transition, VelStep in Figure 3-6, DiffVelStep in Figure 3-8(b), and Pulse in Figure 3-7.
Short-window MSD algorithms provide noisier estimates because they average over fewer
data points. On the other hand, longer-window MSD algorithms lose time-sensitivity and
are not able to accurately capture rapid transitions since briefly observed values are averaged
out over a larger window.
The HMM algorithms do not suffer from these limitations; they are generally able to
produce accurate estimates and capture brief-lived state transitions. However, the HMMs
are sometimes susceptible to inferring too many transitions as we see later in the experimental
results.
4.1.3 Experimental Performance
The analysis of the experimentally obtained chromosome trajectories was preliminary and
more work remains to be done. In particular, real data poses a few unique problems not
encountered in our simulated data: the trajectories in a given data-set may not all be related
or aligned on the same coordinate axes.
In learning parameters for a cHMM, we make the critical assumption that the train-
ing set of tracks is drawn from the same unknown model of motion. But in real biological
experiments, trajectories collected together may actually be following slightly different mo-
tion models. For our preliminary results, we first visually identified a subset of our data
that could serve as a valid training set. The estimates obtained by the cHMM are heavily
influence by this choice of training data – if the training set is invalid, the learned model
may have virtually no predictive power. Further, since the true model size is unknown, we
must rely on BIC scores to estimate the correct number of states as we’ve done. Thus there
are two possible source of learning error: we may choose a model that is too simple or too
complex and the parameters we learn might not be good enough.
Training difficulties aside, we also do not know what the correct values of the motion
parameters are. Thus, the only possible evaluation is to see how well the estimates of the
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different algorithms agree.
The estimates of the diffusion coefficient (Figure 3-9) suggest that there are three distinct
diffusion states: an initial high state for the first twenty steps, then a lower state for the next
thirty steps, and a middle state for the last part of the trajectory. The coarser transitions
in the MSD estimates agree with the HMM estimates which adds support to the claim of
three distinct states. The really high peak for the 50-window MSD estimate around step 60
is also explainable: the previous simulated diffusion applications (Diff and DiffStep) have
demonstrated a tendency for MSD to overestimate diffusion coefficients greatly (especially
after transitions as in Figure 3-8(a)).
The velocity estimates also indicate the presence of three states: an initial low velocity
state, a second intermediate state with a slight negative velocity in the x and z dimensions
and then a third high velocity state with a large negative velocity in all dimensions (between
steps 50 and 70). Both HMM estimates agree on the general shape of the transitions in the
velocity timeseries, but the cHMM estimates are less stable than those of the fHMM. This is
because the fHMM has a fixed model that prevents rapid state transitions while the cHMM
learns a model that may allow such transitions (as it does in this case). The cHMM’s ability
to detect short-lived transitions sometimes leads it to detect spurious transitions as it has
likely done here. The extra transitions might also be a sign that the 4-state model used for
the cHMM was too complex and a simpler model would have sufficed. More analysis of the
chromosome trajectories must be performed before the number of states can be conclusively
determined.
4.2 Future Directions
This thesis has demonstrated that HMM algorithms are a viable alternative to traditional
MSD algorithms for the trajectory analysis problem especially for heterogenous trajectories
with multiple transitions. But there are still additional improvements that could be made.
We conclude by suggesting a few ways to improve the efficiency of our inference algorithms,
alter our model structures, change our learning and model selection methods, and collect
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different features of trajectories to analyze.
4.2.1 Efficiency Improvements
Since the naive implementation of inference algorithms on a factorial hidden Markov model
can be computationally prohibitive, we describe a faster approach based on Markov random
fields (MRFs).
By converting the fHMM directed graphical representation into an MRF, we can apply
the efficient message passing belief propagation algorithm for junction trees.
We proceed in two steps. First, we convert the Bayesian network for a fHMM into an
equivalent Markov random field. Second, we convert the MRF into a junction tree since
belief propagation only works on tree-structured models. These operations are depicted in
Figure 4-1.
If the two substituent Markov chains of the fHMM have P and Q states respectively, then
we can perform inference over the equivalent junction tree MRF in time O(TPQ·max(P,Q)).
This is due to the small size of the cliques in the junction tree.
Y1 Y2 Y3 YT...
Z1 Z2 Z3 ZT...
X1 X2 X3 XT
(a) MRF representation of an fHMM
X1, Y1, Z1
C1
Y1, Z1 Y1, Z1, Y2
C2
Z1, Y2 Z1, Y2, Z2
C3
Z2, Y3, Z3
C6
Z2, Y3 Y2, Z2, Y3
C5
Y2, Z2 X2, Y2, Z2
C4
Y2, Z2
...
(b) Junction Tree of the MRF. Max clique size of 3.
Figure 4-1: Converting a fHMM into a Markov Random Field (MRF) and a junction tree to
enable efficient inference.
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4.2.2 Modelling Alternatives
There are also several ways to increase the complexity of our models to better simulate
reality. For example, we have assumed perfect observations throughout the thesis, but it
may be interesting to explore what the effects of noisy observations would be.
Additionally, instead of using three independent HMMs with continuous Gaussian emis-
sions as we did in the cHMM, we could try using a single HMM with multivariate Gaussian
emissions. This would address one of the key limitations of the cHMM approach: the diffu-
sion coefficients are not linked across each dimension of the model. The diffusion coefficient
is a scalar, not a vector like velocity. So, in reality, there is just one D, not three independent
ones as we’ve modelled. While the three Ds usually evolved dependently, they do not always
do so: sometimes each dimension produces wildly different estimates of D. This behavior
is undesirable and may be fixed with a multivariate Gaussian HMM. On the other hand,
we’d lose one nice property of the cHMM: the ability to set the number of states in each
dimension independently.
4.2.3 Learning Alternatives
The learning algorithm applied for our cHMM model was unconstrained; we searched the
entire space of possible parameters. We may consider constraining the parameter space in
the following ways:
1. Fixed Initial Distributions: instead of updating pi on each iteration of EM, use a fixed
uniform or a non-random distribution (i.e. probability 1 of starting in a particular
state).
2. Fixed Transition Distribution: do not update the transition matrix M . Instead fix it
to a matrix that favors self-transitions with some odds.
The rationale for such constraints is that the user may have additional information about
what types of processes are possible for his particular application. Adding these constraints
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may help the learning algorithm focus on the parameters that are most relevant to the given
application. In fact, adding them did improve the performance of cHMM on the DiffStep
application, but a more thorough, systematic analysis of this approach is needed.
4.2.4 Training Sensitivity
The performance of the algorithm based on the cHMM is very dependent on how it is trained.
The number of restarts and iterations of the EM algorithm chosen to train the cHMM can
influence whether it is able to learn the true model effectively. For most of the experiments in
this thesis, we’ve used a fairly small number of restarts (2) and iterations (15). But for some
of the applications (e.g. the DiffStep), this was not enough to adequately train the cHMM.
We’ve resorted to heuristically trying different number of restarts and iterations until the
performance of the cHMM improves. But, in the future, it would be extremely useful to
perform a rigorous test of the sensitivity of the cHMM algorithm to its training parameters.
4.2.5 Model Selection Alternatives
While we’ve used BIC as a simple way to perform model selection, we note that it’s use
does not have full theoretical justification in our case since our data doesn’t meet all the
assumptions the BIC score requires. Primarily, the BIC assumes independent data points,
but our observations come from an HMM where the hidden states generating the observations
are linked by a Markov process. Thus, our data are correlated. Nonetheless, BIC still has
been used as a successful model selection criteria for HMMs [11]. And we have used it
simply as a coarse regularization term, so it is still an effective, though imperfect, way to
prevent overfitting. In the future, we might consider using the more involved Variational
Bayes framework for model selection described in Chapter 2.2.2.
4.2.6 Feature Alternatives
Another way to improve the power of the models we introduced in this thesis is to utilize
more features. We have relied exclusively on step lengths for our analysis, but we could also
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use the angles along a particle’s trajectory as observed emissions. Angle observations could
be employed to distinguish between active and passive motion states as in [1].
4.2.7 Experiments
While this thesis has primarily focused on validating the use of hidden Markov models to
analyze trajectories, there are more experimental applications that ought to be tried. The
chromosome application is a prototypical example of problems where a HMM approach may
be fruitful, but there are others as well. For example, the ability of our algorithms to dis-
criminate active transport from passive transport could be useful for biological experiments
aimed at discovering the determinants of active transport. Many types of active transport
are expected to be a function of microtubules, so the experimenter could compare the trajec-
tories in control cells with those cells where microtubule creation is suppressed. The HMM
algorithms could quantitatively describe the effect of such a physiological change on the
motion dynamics within the cell.
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